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About This Game

Equivoque is a visual novelette for daring children of all ages.

Bundt Kuchen is the lone apprentice in a magic shop. They believe they’ll never get any closer to the magical world than
manning the cash register until one day, famous magician, Mint the Splendid shows up at the door. Preaching the values of

skepticism and a critical mind, Mint sends Bundt on an undercover mission to unmask a magician-turned-fraudulent-medium,
named Barnabas. Now Bundt must learn to combat their indecisive nature and ask the right questions to free the public from

Barnabas’s tricks and finally get a taste of being in control...but is Bundt really the one pulling the strings of their destiny? Step
into Bundt's shoes and converse with the whacky and the dangerous cast of Equivoque, and remember, apprentice, to Question

Everything.
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repetitive, lotsa pointless walking, and cannot save.. Beat Hazard is great.

Problem is I only got this dlc for the custom community made ships. (which one shouldnt have to pay to be able to use to begin
with but whatever) Only to find out you can't even use most ships until you've beaten challenges.

I really like this game, but I am by no means a fanatic of this genre, so of the 20 or so custom ships I downloaded, I can only use
3. This is because many of the challenges to rank up are ridiculous. It wouldn't be so bad if they didn't all make you lose all
progress upon dying. And I don't mean game over, I mean you lose one life, and all progress resets.

Now I'm sure there are some freaks out there who an beat a 4 min song on insane difficulty without dying one time, but I sure as
f*ck can't, and don't like being denied content because of it.

So if you are considering getting this just to have fun trying out different ships, don't. Because you can't.

. This game is so much better than I expected. Really well written and well constructed, with only a couple of minor story line
inconsistencies that I noticed. Which is amazing considering the size of it. I can definitely recommend it to anyone with a decent
amount of imagination.. this is epic. It's like playing classic retro game like "Super Mario Bros"
In this game you can jump, punch, run, and shoot.
There are two playable characters.
Like Mario and Luigi you can play this game in co-op mode with your friend.

Quite a fun and entertaining game but only if you're a fan of retro game.
If you're not fond with retro games then you might find this as a crappy old game.. An expansion pack to an already great game,
this one is perfect the way it is.. KITE is a guns-blazing, option-laden, statistic-building top-down shooter that would've been
right at home alongside Soldiers of Fortune/The Chaos Engine and TechnoClash on the Sega Genesis.

At first glance, I was hoping for a return to the strategic battles and visceral carnage provided by the classic Crusader: No
Remorse and No Regret games, but what I (happily) got was an 80's cyberpunk Zombies Ate My Neighbors--you'll rescue
scientists, scour pre-designed, enemy-strewn levels, and work to upgrade your destructive arsenal.

There's a lot to like about Lab Cat Games' Kite, and the love and heart that went into it shows. Between the awesome retro
artwork, the cyberpunk setting and soundtrack, and the overwhelming number of weapons, skills, and stat tweaks available to
players, everyone can build a shapely war machine that fits their play style to a "T". While the game currently has a solid couple
of hours worth of gameplay (assuming you're good at it, which I'm not), the promise of additional levels and the polish present
in this early-access title already makes it worth supporting and enjoying.

Read my full article on KITE at KeenGamer.com: http://www.keengamer.com/article/14981_kite-preview
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Fun game kinda like rimworld mixed with zelda fun gaem all and all

over 160 hrs into the game it does have a few bugs after patches but devs are pretty good at getting them sqashed still enjoying
the game a lot. Good game with mind-breaking puzzles(You must have high IQ). An inferior game to the X3 series in almost
every respect. It has a mobile phone quality equipment list for the few ships available, combat is almost non existent, trading is
flawed to the point automating it achieves practically nothing without mods, there are very few missions in the game period and
then despite this game having fully half the race count (and far fewer ship designs per) they have the nerve to charge money for
adding one back in as dlc.

An Alpha quality game sold as finished.

. Straight out of a vault from 1995 we are presented with the best SHMUP on Steam. Why the best? Two reasons:

1. IG is simple yet wonderful in both gameplay and scoring. I don't have to be a mathematician to figure out the scoring and
patterns. I shoot stuff and I get points. Simple.

2. It's atmospheric both visually and audibly. The production values and level design are directly from what you'd expect to see
from a major japanese developer in the mid ninetees . It harkens back to a simpler time of sprites, crt monitors, and amazing
retro soundtracks.

If this game was somehow released on arcade\/consoles back in the day I guarantee it would of made some developer famous.
Alas, here we are almost 25 years later and a game like IG will probably see only a handful of sales. Sad how things change but I
am glad this game saw the light of day.

Infinos Gaiden is almost perfect. 9\/10. If the dev could implement some sort of online leaderboards it would be a 10\/10.

Please devs, for your next Steam shmup release lets see an online leaderboard :). I got this game in a bundle. With Post Master
and Zoo Park. Post Master is good for a few hours and Zoo Park is a game you can play when you feel more like relaxed
gaming. This. This is just bad. It feels the same as the others but so badly optimised for use. It seems complex and like its trying
to be more then it is. I just can't get into this game. Its cheap but it still feels expensive at £3.99. It feels like a game that should
be free to play online. I value this game at around £0.99 and even then I wouldn't buy it personally.. quot;Full controller support"
- some menus are no way to navigate except mouse.. Pie rating 5\/10
Pros:
You will only play this for the letter achievements
Cons:
 You will only play this for the letter achievements. This game is very atmospheric. The music, honestly, is one of the biggest
contributions to the game. I thoroughly enjoy it, even though it is rather dark. And really, for this kind of game, $1.99 is perfect.
No, you won't get a huge amount of replays out of it, once you gather the entire story. But the three, four, or five plays to do it
are well worth it.. WOW ! Just WOW !
I love Disney Infinity 1.0
and now I love Disney Infinity 2.0

very good game
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